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ODD ONE OUT - Vowel Practice: all of the vowels 

NAME:___________________ 
DATE:______________

 
One word in each group does not have the same vowel sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. coil  noise foil full  boil 

1. decided  licked liked timed hiked 

2. beet  repeat listen people believe 

3. bit  guilty pretty children machine 

4. loyal  serial royal boil noise 

5. rain  break say bread neighbor 

6. never  again weather ready great 

7. group  would choose fool revolution 

8. could  wood good country hoof 

9. hat  hate laugh value magic 

10.  cut  money cute blood government 

11. hot  father possible stop touch 

12. coat  frozen ago long lonely 

13.  house  south southern down thousand 

14.  bird  word burn hear heard 

15.  tore  work floor ordinary formal 
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ODD ONE OUT - Vowel Practice: all of the vowels 

-ANSWER KEY-

 
One word in each group does not have the same vowel sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. coil C noise foil full  boil 

1. decided A licked liked timed hiked 

2. beet B repeat listen people believe 

3. bit D guilty pretty children machine 

4. loyal A serial royal boil noise 

5. rain C break say bread neighbor 

6. never D again weather ready great 

7. group A would choose fool revolution 

8. could C wood good country hoof 

9. hat A hate laugh value magic 

10.  cut B money cute blood government 

11. hot D father possible stop touch 

12. coat C frozen ago long lonely 

13.  house B south southern down thousand 

14.  bird C word burn hear heard 

15.  tore A work floor ordinary formal 
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